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I T is well known to spectroscopists that the integrated trans-mittance and total fractional transmission are, in principle, 
independent of experimental slit width under the conditions 
usually satisfied in experimental work. A recent discussion of 
this problem for a triangular slit function has been given, for 
example, by Nielsen, Thornton, and Dale.' It is the purpose of 
the present note to re-examine this question in more general 
terms and to specify the requirements under which the experi-
mental results are, in principle, independent of the experimental 
slit function. 
Consider the spectral region between the wave numbers Wl 
and W2(Wl <W2) which are selected in such a way that for w (Wl 
+Ll.w* and for w ):W2-Ll.W* the spectral absorption coefficient 
pew) vanishes. The functional form of pew) in the range Wl+Ll.W* 
<W<W2-Ll.W* is arbitrary. The spectral region from Wl to W2 is 
scanned with an instrument which can be described by a slit 
function g (I w' -w I ,b,c) such that the instrument responds to 
the wave number w' when it is set at w. The slit function is assumed 
to vanish for I w' -w I ):Ll.w*. The parameters band c are dependent 
on the nature of the instrument selected for study. Representative 
slit functions are triangular, trapezoidal, or Gaussian.
' 
Let [O(w) represent the incident intensity, lew) is the trans-
mitted intensity, pew) equals the spectral absorption coefficient, 
and X is the optical density. The integrated transmittance is then 
l
W2 lW2 T(w)dw= 
wI wI 
[l
w+dw. 1 W-dw' [0 (w') {exp[ -P(w')X]}g(!w'-wi,b,c)dw' 
X ~. ~. 
1 • [O(w')g(lw'-wl,b,c)dw' w-~w 
(1) 
For spectrographs with reasonable resolution the intensity [0 (w') 
may be taken as constant in the wave number range w-Ll.w* (w' 
(w+Ll.w*, i.e., [0 (r+w) =[O(w) for I r I (Ll.w*. Hence, introducing 
an appropriate change of variables and changing the order of 
integration, we find 
1~2 T(w)dw= [J~::: g(1 rl ,b,c)dr r'1~2 (J~::: 
{exp[-P(r+w)X]}g(1 rl ,b,c)dr )~= [I::: g(1 rl ,b,c)dr  
xl::: g(1 rl ,b,c)(l~~:T {exp[ -P(w)X]}dw )dr. (2) 
However, since I r I (Ll.w* the stated requirements for pew) imply 
that 
)
''''2+1" 1W2 {exp[ -P(w)X]}~= {exp[ -P(w)X]}dw. 
w1+1" WI 
(3) 
Consequently Eq. (2) reduces to 
1
W2 iW2 T(w)dw= {exp[-P(w)X]}dw. 
WI • WI 
(4) 
The experimental conditions which must be met in order to 
justify the use of Eq. (4) are seen to be the following: (a) if the 
slit function vanishes for Iw'-wl ):Ll.w* and pew) vanishes for 
w (WlO and w ):W2o, we must scan at least over the spectral range 
from Wl=WlO-Ll.W* to W2=W20+Ll.w*3; (b) the incident intensity 
[O(w) must be a slowly varying function of w such that [O(w+r) 
~JO(w) for I r I (Ll.w*. 
The total fractional transmission of a spectral region T R is 
defined by the relation 
TR 1:
2 (J~::::* [0 (w'){exp[ -P(w')X]}g(lw'-wl,b,c)~)aw 
1~2 (1::::* [O(w')g(!w' -wi ,b,c)dw)aw 
(5) 
Proceeding as before, it is readily seen that Eq. (5) becomes 
I dw* f.W2+T T
R
= -dw* g(1 r! ,b,c)dr wl+T [0 (w){exp[ -P(w)X]}dw. 
f dW* f.W2+T -dw* g( I r I ,b,c)dr wl+T [O(w)dw 
Hence, if [O(w) has the same values at corresponding points in the 
spectral ranges, Wl-Ll.W* (w (Wl+Ll.W* and w2-Ll.W* (w (W2 
+Ll.w*, respectively, then 
1W2 Wl [0 (w){exp[ -P(w)X]}dw T R = , j 'W2 [0 (w)dw 
Wl 
(6) 
provided the previously stated conditions are met for the slit 
function and absorption coefficient. The conclusion that [O(w) 
is arbitrary, except in the neighborhood of the ends of the integra-
tion interval, is interesting and physically plausible. 
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1 Nielsen, Thornton, ane! Dale, Revs. Modern Phys. 16, 307 (1944). 
2 We must choose the integration interval larger by at least ~w* OIl 
either end than the range for which P (w) is nonzero because, in principle. 
the spectrometer will show absorption when it is set within a range ~w* of 
the nearest absorbing region. 
